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THE CreTEXT
Hew does one go about evaluating an exeerinental urban educ.ation proeram?

What questions does one ask?

Where does one look for answers?

An easy answer

to these questionsand the one which fairly adequately de tribes the mere
typical .eproaches of educational research is that statements of goals
nust be converted into behaederal objectives, to be treated as dependent
variables; training procedures rust be analyzed into independent variables;
and the independent variables must be ranipulated so that their effects on
the dependent variable can be neasured and explained in terns of cause and
effect relationships.

As we all know, that answer is not actually so easy.

There are manv problems inherent in creating a reseerch paradigm that is
clean enough to sort out and identify the effects of a set of independent
variables.

But having done fee, preblers reeain.

Such a paradiem is a reduction, and as such omits
pendent variables can be measure

Al though inde-

in terms of their effects on a selected

dependent variable, that reesurerant will not deal with the variety of effects
which independent variables ray have en other dependent factors which are not
part of the research paradigm.

For example, the effects of a given pattern

of instruction in mathematics on the mathcrntics test scores of the subjects
will not explain whether or not students have been "turned on" to matheeatics,
or whether or not they like their teachers,

Obviously, the typical educa-

tional research approach omits much of the complexity of existential life.
The evaluation procedures used in

Hoe can these limitations be overcome?
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the Ford Training and Placement Program

illustrate one attempt to overcome

the limitations of this typical problem in research design.

Researchers know,

of course, of the variety of changes that are effected in any exeerieentel

design before the final forml exeeziment is conducted.
be changed because the subject does not. understand them.

The directions must
The manipulatives

Io
Io

are too large or uee

of tor diL,

te man&actre, etc.

Plegqinq

thm.Igh the muddiness attemlont to the develeyfrent of a clean experiment is
something that we all knaf; as a. reality existing prior to and unreported in
the final' paper. which documents the experiment.

But if a experimental

nrogram is aired at dealing with these existential difficulties, then does
it not have a responsibility to report them?

Isn't description and analysis

of the establishment and development of the program as important as the report
of the final results?

Aren't unanticipated outcomes as important as those

effecting the "ciependent variables"?

The questions are, of course, rhetorical.

The Ford Training and Place-

ment Program has attempted to describe and analyze the gray areas in the development,

implementation, and evaluation of its five years by employing re-

seardh nethods which go beyond the usual edueational research model.

The

attempt was conscious and begen early in the program's history.

The "Raw Chronology of the Ford Training and Placement Program"2 is a
bit telegraphic in style, but illustrates the earliest deliberate attempts
to expand the research framework.

It does not sat? wto Rode the sugeestion,

but it states that on April 29, 1968, "Suggested an historian be employed
to write a running narrative account of the development of the entire program."
Here is early evidence of the conscious decision to document and report the fivelopmental nature of this experimental program, and to go beyond the typical
educational research design by incorporating the historical method of research.
At about the same time, the thief administrators of the program began
to operationalize and to effect its nature by their decisions as to the details of its implementation.

This process was at first only the usual ad-

ministrative evaluation and action, and it has, of course, continued through
out the life of the program.

But we have also attempted to make the mana-

gerial decision-making process an artitulate method of idaetifying variables

and testing their significancr:7:.

The bo:;:v of this paper develops this

ranagerial method of researcn.

The formal research and evaluation o7cponent of the program was conceived
to be 'responsive to the developmental nature of the progr n.

It has been

responsible not only for sumative evaluation, but also for formative evaluation which is fed back to the program staff so that it can be used as a basis
for constant evolution toward an ideal training and plaoament program.

To

do so, the resea-,.ch and evaluation staff has found it necessary to study the
nature of the developing cadre grouts which are the basic operating mec-.1-.aniarn

of the program.
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Consequently, we have available onse studies of the oevelop-

rent of many of the cadres which the proanmn has trained, and this case study

method is a third approach to research'
Finally, the sistrative evaluation of the program has employed the struc
tured quasi-experimental rethodology inn o.

hypothesis testing, repeated

treasures over tine, formal instruments and Observations, -and quantitative
data analysis.

4

This trad'tional Esy dloretrio nethcd is the fourth approach

used in the program.

We do not have the kind of data that would be provided by extreroll, di-

vergent methods of study -- say, the professional writer's short story, the
novelist's case study, the photographer's interpretation, or the professional
director's movie.

Perhaps we should have these because they would aid in

giving a sense of the flavor of the program that our more pedantic approaches
ray miss.

But out of all the possibilities, we have at least broadened

our approach to re sParch by including four rethodologies.

The historical,

the ranagEl!rial, the case study, and the psychometric rothod have been baydc
ingredients in the prograr;I's conscious attiLat to go beyond the typical re-

search paradigm in order to capture more adequately the existential flavor of

4

the program, its r2evelo7ren.

c:nd the full ratAgi. of its outcomes.

Within the context of this attempt tr.:, braden the perspective that research can .give: to vieding the Ford Training and Placement Program, this

paper articulates, exemplifies, and evaluates the managerial method of
research that has been used in the program.

BASIS FOR ANPLYSIS
The managerial method that we have used to study the program is a
consequence of the style of managexrent that we have used to administer the
program.

So in order to explain the method of

we must also describe

the management style from which it grows.

In their study of educational administration as a social process,
Get2c.41.s, Lipham, and Cami,tiell
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explain tint social sysLers involve 1.):-.)th in-

stitutions and people, and that social behavior is a function of both the
need-dispositions of the individual and the role expectations of the institution.

To accomplish its goals, an institution may emphasize its role

expectations; an asserbly line would be an example.

It may emphasize the

individual's need-dispositions; a research laboratory would be an example.
Or the institution may erophasize the interaction between the role expect3--

tions of the institution and the need-dispositions of the people.

This last

emphasis is called transactional, and it is the eml.:hasis that we have chosen

in managing the Ford Training and Placement Program.7
There are several reasons why we have chosen the transactional style
of management.

First, the program is a relatively low poder organization

which requires the volvIntary cooperation of the University, the Board -)f

Education, schools, school communities, and hi41 status people within these
groups.

Clearly, we could not prescribe our role exoectations for these

people and groups ind.?pendantly; nor could we succeed if each of them
related to the program only on the !Dallis of his cl.,rn dispositions.

We wole,

in this sense, forced into a transactional style of management.
see the transactional style

a valaeci :xl?thod

n itsel,=.

Second, we

If educaticrl is

to be humane (indeed, If it is to be ef::.ective), it must adapt to the needs

and desires of the people who make up its institutions.

not

:t. must be humanizing

only for students, but also for the community and the professional staff.

Third, the program goal of decreasing the isolation of educators and L7t---

proving their functioning as a team is a direct Charge to increase the interaction among roles and improve the relationship between rpofessional roles
and individual's talents.

To fulfill this charge, the transactional style

of management was an Obvious Choice.

The fourth reason for adoptinq a transactional style has the rost direct
bearing on our development of an articulate managerial method of researCh.

The Ford Training and Placement Program is both new and experimental. Because

we know that in new program the original design of the program will
need change in the process of developing toi,,a.rd the ideal, we want to know

what is going v:rong so that we can correct

in other words, a major task of

administration in a new and experimental program is to rake the program selfIf we emphasized individual need-dispositions to the exclusion

correcting.

of the institutional dimension we would have done a disservice to our coals.
On the other hand, excl,Isive err

axis on the role expectations right have

the effect of decreasing feedback and masking problems in the program's
operation.

If -.)eople are judged only by their effectiveness in acoanplishing

the task assigned them, they may have a tendency to hide their failures.

If

people are simply told what to do, the' ray resist by simply reportinq that
they have done so when in fact they have not.

Hance, in order to wt feed-

back about flaws in the program's operation we have chosen to emphasize the
transaction between the individual's needs and the program's expectations
for his role.

To accntrvlish this trannacrional style of management, we adoeted

the strategies that would help us maintain this style. They include 1) pafity
in structure, 2) .roles defined at the intecfaces of divergent groups, and
3) negotiation as a decislon-making process.
issues to the surface so they can be resolved.

All these E,trategies bring

If two groups of divergent

interests are given parity in the program's structure, then it is likely that
the conflicts between the two groups will be emphasize-9, not diminished.

Tle-

cause they are equally balanced, neither group will be able to dominate the
other.

midated.

Because they are equally balnoad, neither group will be easily intiTheir parity, thus, raises the conflict between the groups and makes

it overt rather than covert or latent.

Negotiation as a decision making method

also has the effect of making conflict Civert.

Voting or parliaTentary pre-

cedure is an example of a decision-making method which operates effectively
without necessarily reselving conflict.
speedy way to rake decisions.

In contrast, negotiation is not a

Instead, it is a difficult extended process.

But it does help resolve conflict and selve problems.

Finally, placing in-

dividuals in roles at the interface between groups results in conflict and
problems being personified in an individual and cortmaniceted by him.

Ac

the interface between groups, he is responsible to and for both groups (not
to a dominant group for a subordinate gnoup), and as a consequence he brines

conflict into the men rather than minimizing it.

Issues are oorrrunicated

as the personal concern of the individual rather than as abstractions.

The

operation of all three of these strategies, then, has the consequence
of bringing conflict into the oven, and alloying the program to be selfoorrecting.
Now this transactional style oF. nlona(7:..:1-ent is the basis form which Cll.:,

research ex4amplified in this paper has c:rom.

An irportant function. of th:.

transactional style of irallta7F.Terlt, in t-721--c4 of research, is its pokver in

identifying problems.

It brings conflict into the open.

Although conflict is not the sane as problem, conflict often leads
to problem. identification.

is frustration.

Frequently, the first evidence of a problem

Sorrething is going wrong, although we dc not know exactly

People are uncomfortable about what is happening, though they do

what.

not know exactly why.
gress.

There is a sense of wheel spinning rathess than pro-

Now if the strategies of our transactional style are effective,

the frustration beocares focused in a conflict.

That is, the frustration

is identified and articulated in the disagreement betmeen two (or more)
positions.

As the disagreement is articulated, the involved parties iden-

tify just what it is that they are disagreeing about; opposing points of
view about an issue are identified.

If we then ask why this is an issue,

we are in the process of identifying the causes of disagreement.

And if

we can identify the causes of an issue, we have identified a problem.
is

That

"the reason we have this conflict" is the sere as "the problem that causes

this conflict."

The transactional style of management encourages the pro-

gression from unfocused frustration to focused conflict, from conflict to
identification of a specific issue, from issue to a precise statement of the
probIeem.

The process of negotiating a resolution to conflict is, then, from
this point of view, the process of solving a problem.

As the negotiating

parties suggest altering conditions, they are implicitly suggesting hypotheses about the variables whidh are the causes of the conflict.

As they agree

to chancres in conditions they are implicitly testing hypotheses about the
variables which cause the problem.

if the conflict dissolves when conditisns

are Changed, their implicit hypotheses are supported; if not, they axe refuted.

Thus, the transactional style of management incorporates processes
similar to major steps in reaearch.

Conflict identifes problems; negotiation

gathers data and formulates hypotheses; changing conditions tests hypotheses.
While all these steps ray take place transactionalli
always done so in the program.

they have not

The training cycle of the program is rela-

tively short -- it is dancentrated primarily in the one year during which
pre-service interns teach part tine in the sdhcol and the cadre members are
supported financially for meeting once a week as a group.

Often that one

year period has been too short to accomplish Nore than the clear definition
of the issues that are causing major conflict.

Consequently, the steps of

hypotheses formulation and hypotheses testing have not been carried out completely with the cadre that raised the issue.

Instead, the progfam staff has

completed the steps of hypotheses forrau:Lation only after the cadre has been

trained, and the staff has then tested these hypotheses with new cadres that
are just beginning their training.

The body of this paper illustrates the use of this managerial method
of research.

In each illustration you will see how conflict has been used to

identify a problem, how hypotheses have been developed identifying the conditions which cause the prOblem, how conditions have been altered to test the
hypotheses, and haw the results of changed conditions have been mods,
support or refute the hypotheses.

to

The examples have been ordered in terms of

the kinds of changes in conditions that were rade.
the design of the program, in sore the

In some cases we Changed

.--t.ructures that o2erationalizo

design, in some: the people within the structures, and in some we attcirptai

to Change the perceptions of the people.
ganization for three reasons.

We have chosen this irethod of or-

First, the four kinds of changes seem to be a

good heuristic for t-tin:king about responses to problas in a program.

Second,

they seem intuitively to be more the province of the admrinistrator than anyone

else, and thar,T! erThaize the managerial nature of this approadh.

Third, they

are an easy handle for following a rather 1a ig paper.

But the important roint,that is being made is not t13t there are
four kinds of changes that the administrator can Make in response to conflict.
It is rather, that the process of management, when articulated, can become
a valuable method of formulating and answering significant research questions.

Analysis of the Martin Luther King, Jr. Cadre
The first King high school cadre (1969-1c:71) operated in an old ci,..mentary

sthcol bullOing and was called Forrestville High School, serving an area
that ranked fifth among the ten poorest coal:unities in Chicago.

Ironically,

the area is known as Grand Boulevard. In 1970 the median family incomc

of the catunity was $4,050 per year, with twenty-seven percent of this number
earning less than $3,000 per year.

Nir,,,,,tv-eight: beroent of the 26,304 residents

were Black; thirty-eint percent of this nuriber were on public assistance.

Twelve percent of the adult labor force was unemployed and thirty-four percent
of the families in the community lived in public housing, with an average
of 3.2 persons per family.

The Black student population :lurdbered about 1,600.

The faculty of approximately 80 was seventy-five percent Black.

The 1:uilding

was designed to serve as an upper grade center and was converted to a senior
high school in 1965.

The facilities were obviously inadequate; truancy and

vandalism were high as was faculty turnover.

The Chicago Board of Education

planned a new high school to open in May, 1971,
Martin Luther King, Jr. Hich School, the new school, is about `= J,: b]r)cks

from the old Forrestville.

King opened in Septenter, 1971 to serve

cdnnunity which changed little since the above data were compiled.

tiic

sea

The fall,

1972 enrollment of the node7n King Hict. School is about 2,000 Black si-ud3n'-s,

with a faculty of 102, 60,i of whcm an7 Black.

F::.nc and performing art:: and

athletic activities are emphasized as motivating techniques in the curriculum.
The new school features excellent rhvsica1 facilities, high parental involvement, good attendance averages, little or no vandalism bi students insida the
school", and high morale among students and faculty.

To Letter km

the students

and to better understand the problers of the classroom teacher, each adaoinistrator,
The first King cadre faced all of the proiblers suggested by antiquated
facilities and a transient student body and faculty; the second King carire

had to deal with all the crises attendant to opening a new school.

The Ford

Program had to be responsive to both situations in its relationships with the
two groups.

Program Design Change
W&KING fiEF:NaTION:
Prograr Cesign Change involves 'changes in the operational
model as a oonseuence of the impact of external and internal events and forces. Eact,aznai force s might include
loss of fiscal or hutan resources, movement from a
Shortage of teaChers to a teacher surplus, reduction in
levels of school/cormunitv oo-operation, etc.
Internal
forces necessitating changes in program design right
include_ staff instability, staff performance, institutional constraints, appropriate secuencing of program
goals, etc.

The second Martin Luther King, Jr. High School was created in the Spring of
It was unique in three ways:

1971.
1)

It was the first cadre to function in a new physical plant.

The

staff and students were moved from Forrestville High School in
Chicago, an old inadequate school buildiag six blocks from the site
of the new school.
2)

It was the first instance in which a second cadre was placed in a school.
The Ford Training and Pie rn -ant Program had placed an internship

cadre at Forrestville High School in 1969-70.
pyramiding

8

The program vala

or recycling the now King cadre on top of the old For-

restville cadre.

The old Forrostville cadre (hereafter called the

first King Cadre) was in its second plaCement year when the second
King cadre was formed.
3)

The second King cadre was the first all-experienced teacher gioup;
There were no preservice teaching interns in the grK)up;
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rather,

all seven interns were King High School teachers who worked part-time

at the school each day and spent the rest of the time pursuing

their Master' degrees at the University of Chicago.

They were

experienced teacher interns.

The first unique characteristic was accomplished by default rather
than by design.
building was.

The second King cadre was constructed before the new
But the two other features mentioned above represent de-

liberate program design Changes in the ppenationalpodel of the Ford
Training and Placement Progrmlx)solve two prOblems common to all -cadres
The decision to pyramid or recycle is an example of a program design
change in response to a set of internal forces.

It was made by the staff in

response to a reoccurina issue, the problem of elitism.

Reports from field

staff, cadre liaisons, research end evaluation staff, and minutes of staff
meetings are filled with statements about non-cadre faculty meMbers' perceptions of a cadre as being a special or privileged group.

Entry Problems

for the cadre interns were exacerbated by this unfavorable response of
the non-cadre faculty.

Experienced teachers in the cadres were put in the

uncomforteble position of having to take sides or constantly defend the care's
programs.

Minh time and effort which could have been spent on more produc-

tive projects was devoted to reducing faculty meMbers' anxieties about the cadre.

Two cadre meMbers reported at the end of the internship year of the first King
cadre-

In September (1969) we (the cadre) were a threatening coalition from the University of Chicago whidh (as one noncadre faculty member said) at,VE going to take over the

operation of Forrestville and staff the school with its
teadher trainees." But by June, 1970, due to the individual interaction, many menbers of the faculty had
expressed interest in joining the Ford cadre program.

The report goes an to say that three non-cadre faculty members had submitted
applications to join, not exactly an overWhelming response.

The conclusion

of the reported admitted that elitism was still a problem as the cadre approached
its placement year, but that strategies had been devised and tested
to solve the problem.

During the cadre's placement year, 1970-71, the sus-

picion diminished as cadre interns became full time, valued, and energetic

members of the staff, and as the Ford staff continued to support cadre projects which involved non-cadre faculty.
When the time came for the program- to form new cadres'for the 1971-72

year, the Ford staff faced the problem of elitism by experimenting with
a program design. change.

It was determined that since every cadre that is.

introduced to a school must face this problem, staff could avoid it by placing

a second cadre in a sdool that already had a cadre.

The assumption was that

non-cadre staff rcerrbers at that school would be accustomed to the idea and

would not create the conflicts between the cadre and the rest of the staff
that normally gp with a new cadre.

In Mardi of 1971 M. L. King, Jr. High

School was selected as the site for a second cadre; the decision was approved

by the Ford Executive Committee, and in April, 1971 staff began the selection
process for the neMbers of the new King cadre.
The experiences of the pre - service cadres made the FOrd staff, particu-

larly the7field staff working daily with the groups, aware of the entry problcans faced by any new group introduced to the social system of a school/community.

The field staff nembers rade it clear that more staff attention

would have to be given to working with administrators, school faculty and

the coMmnity'before the cadre entered the school.

.

Time would have to be
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devoted to entry problems.during the cadres' suraer training program, so

that each cadre member was aware of the possible conflicts and some probable
conflict reduction strategies before entering the school as a participant
in a special program affiliated with a prestigious university.

The univer-

sity faculty had to be informed about these problems and persuaded to make
their expertise available not only to the cadre but also to the non-ca dro
school staff once the school year began.

Furthei, the staff and the cadre

had to spend much more time presenting the program, explaining its aims and
constraints to the sdhool/cominamity so that parents mnd.teadhers had realis-

tic expectations of what the cadre and the program could do.
The problem of elitism exists for any new cadre entering a school.

But before the second King cadre was formed, the program staff did work intensively over a period of five mouths with the edminis
and the community of King High Schcol.

ation, the faculty,

The 1971 summer training program

inoorporated as one rajor element, the identification and negotiation of
entry problems.

Each cadre attempted to frame the kinds of questions and

situations which would have to concern the ateup in its relations with the
larger faculty and community.

Althoegh the second King cadre was an all -

experienced teacher group drawn from the King faculty, the cadre renbers
worked on this problem extensively during the summer and ronitored the noncadre faculty perceptions concerning the cadre during the school year.

chose to respond to the prcblem of elitism by placing a second
cadre of all-experienced teachers in a school whidh had a positive experience
with a previous cadre.

iXt might have decided to try an alternative solution

which would not have required a program design change, but rather a reallocation of staff resources.

That 3s, we could have assigned staff rivalr

bars to engage in a year's work with a given schcol/ccemunity preparing them

14

for a preservice cadre.

Indeed, after the first year of the program,

once a school was selected as a: site for a cadre, staff members did devote

more time and effort to preparing a school for the cadre.

Bit as an ex-

perimental and developiental program, we had an Obligation to create, test,
and evaluate new operational procedures. for solving training and placement

problems within the conceptual framedork and goals of the program.

The

'Egramicling of cadres was a new way for the Ford Program.

The tiFP model was changed in response to the problem of elitism;
a second cadre was created frun a high school staff which had almost two
years of experience with a refire.

The results indicate that this program

design change did respond productively to the problem.

The second King

cadre has been one of the most effective in the program's five-year histor.7.11

Several research reports
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document this effectiveness and three of the re-

ports13 attribute the high level of task accoreplislment in the. groups to the

good relationship the second King cadre esteblished immediately with the rest
of the faculty.

In his "Comparative Observations of Two Caches" Richard

Smith, an intern with the Forrestville cadre and now a member of the second
Kingecadre, provides an excellent summary of the results of this change

in programdeeign.
"Therefore, as viewed by the rest of the faculty, we
(the first King cadre at Forrestville, 1969-70) were an
elitist group who had an "in" with the principal and
received everything that it wanted. . .The present King
cadre "is" the faculty. Every meMber is at the school
every day (excluding the role specialists and community
person). The only persons in the present cadre new to
the faculty are the role specialists. . .therefore, the.
problem of isolation is non-existent. The cadre is made
up of at least one member of every major sUb-group in
the school. There is a mixture of experiences ranging
from teachers with two years of teaching experience
to teachers with over fifteen years of experience. The
pmblems of isolation, ladk of communication with the
greater faculty, and the threat of having to deal w#h
new ideas and teaching methods has been eliminated.'

15

It Should be mentioned that documentary evidence was presented to support

the statement that many nen-cadre faculty attended the open second King
cadre meetings and supported cadre activities.

The official mebbership

of the group expanded from 25 to 45 during the. year.

The second King cadre also offers an example of a change in program
design. in.respense to external events because it was an all-experienced teadher
cadre.

The program design was formulated in 1967 in the midst of a teachers'

Shortage in inner-city sdhools and high attrition and turnover rates among
young new teachers.

By 1969 this condition was reversed and the program's pro-

gress report of 1969-70 designates the placement of interns in the schools
where they trained as a major pr Clem to be faced in the coming year.I5

By

1970-71 the problem mandated some drastic dhange in the program's design
It was impossible to find a secondary school in the Chicago

for training.

system whidh could place orta full -time basis 6 to 8 new teachers, particularly in the areas of English and history -- nor could any elementary
school incorporate 6 to 8 new faculty members.

The program each year had

placed experienced teacher interns in one or two of the cadres.

In reviewing

the Stability and performance of these experienced teacher interns, staff
discovered that experienced teacher interns pursued their academic work

with dispatch and earned their degrees in the allotted time, took what they
learned at the University back to the classroom, tended to stay at the school,

frequently assumed leadership roles in the sdhbol and mire and tended to
respond more positively to the summer program training experiences than
pre-service persons .16

It was decided to form an all-experienced teacher cadre in March, 1971:
The staff worked out the criteria and design for this new kind of cadre at
an all-day staff meeting,17 and had the design change approved by the Execu.

tive Committee.

The second King cadre was formed in the spring,-trained in

the summer of 1971, and began its first school year in the fall of 1971.

The program design was dhanged in response to the external movement from
a Shortage of teachers in the Chicago Public School system to a surplus of
teachers in the system.

Since this condition created placement difficulties,

the ma:del was dhanged from training pry-- service interns

ienced teachers.

D

retraining exper-

This meant we had to sake attendant Changes in our selec-

tion model, staff placements, training program, and research and evaluation
technisses.

The staff, after careful deliberation, instituted these Changes

and the results weae host carding. Contrary to the other two cadres that year
with pre-service interns, the Xing cadre had no placement problems.18

The

other two cadres were not eble to place any of the pre-service interns and
Muth staff time and energy was consemed trying to find other placements, to

say nothing of the anxiety level create for.the interns concerning job
security.

Vbst interns colai not be place& Z5 a eroup; therefore, place-

ment programs at the internship sel7cols es..s10 rot be planned and/Or funded.

By contrast, ttse second :Zing experiasse4 tea Cher cadre was able to prepare a

school-wide reading proposal, implement e SUfrffrIr program to prepare for the

reading program, continue toseork on projects instituted in the internship
year, and replicate svccessful programs tried in the internship year.
Structural Chance
WOWING DEFINITION:
Structural changes are those which revise the patterns of
organizational elements in the program. Examples of structural dhange would include the formation or dissolution
of committee structures; the incorporation of new staff
roles into the structure; new relationships, eventually
legitimated, between staff and program participants to
accomplish goals; reallocating responsibility for task
accomplishment, etc.
Tiro major conflicts that became particularly apparent with the first King

cadre concerned the issues of autonomy and research.

These conflicts re-

sulted in major changes in the structures used to.implement the program

design( and the effectiveness of the changes is apparent in the lack of

conflict in the two issues with the second King cadre.
The issue of autonomy centers around the amount of control the cadre
will have over its own destiny.; and the amount of direction it should respond to fLet a the program.

As this issue developed and was responded to

in conflicts between the staff and the first King retire, mech of our

conscious thought about a transactional style emerged.

,V en the firstKing

cadre was formed, the program was in the process of dhanging directors.
The old director focused on sensitivity training techniques in the develop,

ment of the group; the nea director focused an individual role competency
'for interns in the classroom and cadre accomplishment of joint projects

using group process techniques and consultants as facilitators.19.
The cadre began its life during the time When the Ford program treatment focused on promoting positive interpersonal relationships among cadre
menbers through sensitivity training activities which occupied reeh neeting
time.

There ves no explicit charge that the cadres assume the responsi-.

bility for assisting pre-service interns to gain classroom competence, though
this was certainly implied.

By contrast, the nea director explicitly charged

the cadres with the need for the groups to attend to the teaching prbblers
of new interns and the retraining of experienced teadhers and to use cadre
meeting time to address these issues.
for cadre energies.

Thus, a specific direction was expected

The new director assumed that as cadre members worked

together on what they agreed were important tasks, and they agreed classroom
competence was important, they Would develop positive feelings about one another, feelings attendant to the successful completion of given tasks.

Cadre

members were informed by the nea director that they were expected to visit
and Observe colleagees' classes, spend cadre neeting time introducing newcomers to the administrative procedures of the ee eeol, be responsible for

managing cadre funds under certain program guidelines, devise and implement
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ways to incorporate ccksatinuotte comunity inputs, etc.

Tb facilitate, manage,

monitor and provide feedback to the program, new staff roles were created -first, the cadre liaison, who was respcnsible for assisting the group in

moving toward the activities-stated above, and second, t-e group process
consultant who was responsible fur assisting the group deal with communication
and interpersonal problems which arose as the cadre worked on faqks.

The

first King cadre was created and had its early socialization in a processoriented program climate which was changed to a task - process program orientation.

Both program rli rectors had the same general goals'for the program;

they used different struetaral arrangements to accomplish these ends.

The

Change in goal sequence, structure, and program enphasis contributed to the
conflict around the issue of cadre autoncyy.
Racial tension between the first King cadre which was all Black and
0

the Ford staff which was integrated was probably another contributing factor
in the conflict. that developed between the two groups.

The program design

model does not srecify what the racial composition of the cadres should be,
--but when the Fbrra Program was designed in 1967, integration was still a valued

pattern of social organization for most school people, Black and white.
By the spring of 1969, the rapid growth of Black separatism was on the campus,
in the schools, and affecting the program.

So strong had this movement become

that se,eral inner-city schools responded neaatively to the placement of an
integrated cadre, whereas all of these schools seemed to be receptive to such
an idea in the spring of 1968.

Anaitionally, the Black students in the MMAT

program at the University of Chicago petitioned the Ford Program and its
Exeautive Committee for the formation of an all-Bladk cadre to go to
Fbrrestville High School.

In fact, they said that they would not become

involved with the program unless they could be eeMbers of an all -Blade group.

The staff persuaded the Executive Committee that this group should be formod,
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and the committee agreed.

The di fficOlty surrounding the creation of the

all-Black cadre, the ethos assumed by the group, and the anxiety of staff
members created friction between the first King cadre members and the Ford
program staff.

Possibly another factor contributing to the conflict had to do with
the student activism on most university campuses in 1969.

The interns,

second-year students in the University of Chicago's Master of Arts in Teaching
program, were young, bright, energetic, and aggressive.

As me hers of the

first King cadre, they railed the issue of autonomy loudly and articulately.

Hence a major part of the early-cadre meetings of the first
King cadre, 1969, was devoted to the problem of how to construct a cadre philosophy in light of the demands placed
by Ford - that is, how to be autonomous within the school
and not in the university? F6rd wants cooperation - we want
autonomy. At what stage do we settle the two, if ever?20
Some few Black staff mmibers had entry to the cadre reetings; but even they
had to request per

in advance before attending.

The first King

cadre tried to reject the staff field liaison and staff group process consultant who had been carefully selected to work with the group and the new

director of the program was called upon to negotiate the acceptance of these
staff members.

The cadre, the director, and the staff spent march time working

out the appropriate arrangements to achieve a balance between cadre autonomy,

and program demands21 and all staff reMbers who worked with the King cadre
were made familiar with the expectations which . the cadre had concerning staff

(other than liaison and group process consultant) functioning.

The three

major expectations were
1.

Staff members must request permission through the liaison to attend
cadre meetings and to be included on the agenda of the cadre.

2..

Staff renters must seek cadre inputs at the planning stage for the
program activities in which they wish the cadre to participate
dissemination and denonstration activities, national conference
participation, research and evaluation activities.

If staff collects infesamtion about or fram cadre mothers and cadre
activities, the report mist be presented to cadre before being circulated to program readership.

3.

The relationship which evolved between the first King cadre and the program staff
was the result of the cadre's constant testing of the integrity, authenticity, and
If staff issued a directive concerning supplies,

flexibility of the staff.

tuition, funding, audio-visual equipment, attendance, or anything, the other
two cadres would read "and question; the King cadre would reject and then negotiate.

Consequently, program business was transacted with the King cadre first,

and eventually with 'the other cadres, until the transactional style became the

modus operandi for the Ford Training and Placement Program staff.
Groping toward the resolution of this conflict was an extremely frustrating task for the staff.

But the structural Changes which resulted --

the limitations on staff freedom to enter the cadre meetings, the inclusion
of cadre reMbers in program planning, and the cadre's authority over dissemination of information -- were effective in decreasing conflict over the
issue of autcnomy.
teachers.

During their placement year they incorporated two white

The second King cadre was radially integrated from its inception.

Another structural. change occurred as the program staff sought to reduce the tension between the cadre and the staff.

The structure of the re-

search and evaluation effort was changed in response to the conflict between
first King cadre participants and the initial rather traditional research
and evaluation plan that staff tried to implement.

The first King cadre

would not keep weekly individpal logs in the summer, would not have a nonparticipant researcher sitting in each cadre meeting, and would not fill out
formal attitudinal instruments.

As Blacks they felt particularly keen about

the exploitative history of hit-and-run university research teams.22

To-

ward the end of the thternship year the staff negotiated a series of individual
23

interviews with the cadre
the group.

24

and sere papers giving responses of individuals in

21.

Since the first King cadre would not participate in the FTPP research
and evaluation design, by the time the second King redre was created, we Changed
the structure for getting research and evaluation done, pertly on the basis of

what we had learned and also on the basis of the good i&eas'about jointly designing research that had cone out of the first King cadre.

Instead of the

typical instruction sheet approach, staff did extensive pre-explanation
sessions, sharing with participants the research questions we were interested
in and getting their responses and suggestions for other things to consider.
negotiated a design; one which people were willing to support.

We

Instead of

formal instruments, we asked for teaChers' participation in classroom investigations which were more meaningful to participants, where staff served as
resource persons and trained Observers.

Information was shared.

Instead of

a design imposed by the program to evaluate cadre projects, we asked the cadre
to take the responsibility for evaluation of their own projects.

We suspect

the new evaluation structure was accepted becallse the first King cadre was

too proud to permit the pro ram to report that "We cannot say anything about
the first King cadre," implying they accomplished little if anything.
felt' the need for a written record, just as the PTPP did.

They

We reallocated

the responsibility for the task of evaluation of cadre projects and functions
to the cadre.

:More often than not the research and evaluation staff was consulted

flnr assistance in designing evaluations, for help in analyzing data, and

for aid in preparing final reports. The FTPP'staff integrated course werk
into cadre activities so participants could get course credit for the research
and evaluation and writing they did. When the second King cadre was formed
there was a respect for the exeertise of the research and evaluation staff
services, a working level of trust between cadre and staff, and a readiness
to participate in the more formal .in.s.;trumental and quantitative evaluation
design.

The second King cadre displayed an eagerness to comnareresults with

other groups.25
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The change in the structure, in the formal and infon.A1 relationships,
yielded much valuable information about the two King cadres which our original
traditional research and evaluation design could not have produced.

In

February of 1972 the second King cadre prepared a 110-page interim report
written by teachers, role specia]ists, and the liaison, representing every

departmnt in the King High School.

The report summarized the cadre's

accomplishments and plans for the future.

In May, 1972 the King cadre prepared

a 66-page proposal including a history of the two cadres, a-statenent of the
problems, the status of each departrent and data needed, proposed plans and
buigets from every department in the school to implenent reading instruction
in each content area.

An unplanned consequence was that cadre merbers did

some ethnographic writing which staff thought they might have to do, and the
cadre neTbers did it with a first-hand knowledge of the culture of the cadre.
The unusual pattern of participant becoming staff planner and of staff planner
taking directives

raid participants was legitinated in the program staff structure.

with the incorporation of the role of placenent year cadre liaison - an individual
selected by the cadres to become a staff nether with automatic meMbership
on the Program Planning Committee in order to represent Jie interests, needs,
and aspirations of the second, third, and fourth year cadres.

Clearly, the

conflict. management model led to functional change and greater paa.sonal satisfaction
through. structural change.

Personnel Change
WORKING TIFFINFIZON:

Personnel Change would include changes in the selection models used to choose staff and participants, in
the removal of staff and participants who did not neet
role expectations, in adding new staff menbers and cadre
participants, in the loss of ke,7 staff retbers, in the
change of top program administrators, in revisions of
the incentive system used to attract and retain staff
and participants, etc.
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Sore of the information presented at the beginning of this section
is not derived directly from the conflict managerent rodel used in this
paper.

However, it is important information, thous it fails into that

gray area not covered by our model.

It is presented he

because it re-

lates to personnel selection and the nature of the personnel in the proaram.

We have sore evidence to indicate that one of the reasons for the
productivity of the first and second King cadres is the high calibre of
intelligent, committed, and sensitive cadre tethers and staff persons in
the two groues.

The first King cadre drew five Black YAT interns from the

-University of Chicago - young persons dedicated to working together in an
inner-city school.

These youna people were energetic, smart, and aggressive

enough to rake the program and the university accede to their wishes to
form a cadre incorporating the Blade MATs.

The MATS were matched with five

open-minded, flexible, and creative experienced teachers from i-orrestville

High School selected by a eerceptive and skilled princieal in conjunction
with the FTPP staff.

The first cadre also included the acting principa126

and a social psychological specialist intern.

The two FTPP staff merbers

were the liaison, who was a former well-respected faculty merber of the school
with administrative skills and analytical abilities, and a group process consultant, a faculty tether feom the school of Social Service Administration of
the Utiversity of Chicago, a National Training Laboratory fellow with exceptional talent in the area of group development.'

At the tine the first King cadre was created the program was still forrelating a viable selection model.

By 1971, when the second King cadre was

formed, a functional selection model had been developed and tested.
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So
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while the selection process for aepropriate personnel for the first King cadre
yielded good results by divination, the selec:zion process for the second King
cadre yielded good results by design.

(The program has recorded and eval-

uated the elements of the selection ncdel design).
The two King cadres participated in a number of staff and cadre personnel Changes.

Sore personnel Changes were made by the program purposely

to reduce conflicts affecting the functioningof the cadre.

Others were

made as a response to conflicts resulting from the nature and location of the
program which implicitly had an impact on the cadre.
The model suggests that conflict can occur when there is dissonance between institutional role expectations and an individual's dispositicns or behavior.

The two examples cited below describe changes in program personnel to

manage this kind of conflict.

The program's expectations for field staff roles developed over tire.28

'cadre liaison person was to attend regular weekly and mthly cadre meetings,
spend twenty hours per week in the school or at the University serving as a
resource to cadre meMbers and other faculty involved in cadre projects.
The liaison was to consult regularly with the principal and the cadre's group
process consultant and serve as a communication link between the school, the
Ford staff, and the University.

In addition to informing the Ford staff

of the cadre's progress and problems, the first King cadre liaison 1..es both

an interpreter of and an advocate for the cadre, particularly in their requests for extraordinary resources from the Ford Program.

By the time the

second King cadre began its internship year, the liaison person had acquired
the new -kills necessary to function as the group process consultant for the
group.

Therefore, a new staff person wa.s selected, to fill the liaison role

in accordance with a reasonably well - delineated selection model and set of

functional expectations for the role.

The

25

The program adrinistrators made periodic evaluations of all staff persons.

As a result of observations and of reports from the second King cadre

members, the group process consultant and the King High School principal, in
the wihter of 1972, the director of the FCPP found it necessary to inform the
new liaison of the cadre's and the program's dissatisfaction with his role
performance.' Meetings were held with the group process consultant, the principal, the program director, and the liaison to clarify expectations and es-

In late March, after

tablish a time line for improvement in parforrance.

staff evaluation of the liaison's perforrance by the cadre, the group
process consultant,

the principal, and other concerned staff persons,

the program director decided to dismiss the liaison.

The group process

consultant and the principal informed the cadre and the director inforred
the liaison.

The cadre had been aware of lac,: level of performance by

the liaison and made no protest.

This is an example of a personnel

Change percipitated by the cadre and effected by staff to enhance the
cadre's functioning.

The nature and locetion of the program randated another personnel dhange
in the second King cadre.

The PTPP is located in the Department and Graduate

School of Education of the University of Chicago.

The interns in cadres, though

working as part-time employees in the Chicago Public Schools, are also University
of Chicago students completing degree programs and, therefore, are expeceed to
maintain a given level of academic and practicia performance during the
internship.

The program is by nature and title a training program;7hence,

the trainee should not be expected to perform at the same level as the

fully-licensed professional. Te point is that the schools have one set of
expectations for the performance of employees and the university has another
set of expectations for the performance of a trainee.

Ford must red 'Late the

often conflicting sets of expectations for the intern cadri7a rerber.29
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This kind of conflict led to the removal of the adult education intern
from the second King cadre in the Spring of 1972.

Some of the problem had

to do with the inflexibility and non-parformance of the role incuMbent,
but the basic problem was in the definition and imblement.J.tion of the role of
30

adult educator in a regular day school program.

The adult education

training program at the University of Chicago had some perceptions about the
31

role

which did not fit those of the Chicago Public Schools.

The FordProgram

was not successful in reducing the dissonance between these institutional perceptions.

In its five-year history the program was able to place only one

adult educator in a day school program and the functioning of this role does
not meet the criteria of the Adult Education program at the University of Chicago.
The second King cadre adult education intern was judged unsatisfactory
by the University of Chicago faculty member.in charge of the internship.

The

faculty member requested that the FTPP remove the person from the internship
at King and fro

the cadre,

The program managers engaged in a series of meetings

with the cadre, the adult educator, and the University of Chicago faculty member.

The cadre's membership was split For a variety of reasons - some wanted

to remove the intern, others did not wish to remove her.

But since the adult edu-

cator's past performance or lack of it did not enlist full cadre support for
the position, the adUlt education intern was removed.
to police its own.
to program goals.
not avoid.

The cadre was willing

The program staff had to demonstrate the same commitment
This is an important, always painful, process which we do

Sometimes personnel changes occur over which the program has no

control - marriage, resignation, pregnancy, a better offer elsewhere, end insoluable conflicts can cause staff members and program participants to 1,:ave.

The administrators of the program must select, train, and reward staff in
such a wav as to attract and retain the best personnel.
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Perception Chanie

WORKING DEFINITTC:
Changes in perception may occur when individuals in the system
gain insights which allow them to view conflict as productive rather than destructive, to perceive accommodation of
divergent views as negotiation rather than capitulation,
to understand that analysis of issues is more fruitful
than placing blame on individuals, to recognize that, when
working on group tasks, a predictable functional response
from an individual need not be accompanied by eternal friendship to be valid and useful.
The development of the first and second King cadre was facilitated
by Changes in perceptions and attitudes at several levels. Perception
'change occurred at the staff level when we became aware that conflict
between staff and cadre group was a significant and sometimes desirable
event..

For example, the staff memos to, and documents by, the first King cadre in
the fall and winter of 1969-70 again and again contain references to the conflict between the cadre and the FTPP.

Staff meeting minutes detail the con-

flict reduction strategies instituted by staff.

Here are some samples.

From the group log of the first King cadx,
July 18, 1969:

"The commitment of the cadre group is not to the program
(FTPP) or even to the University and its courses; rather,
the commitment tends to be to the children of Forrestville
(first King cadre site): those we work with in microteaching and those with whom we expect to work in the fall.

.

."

The staff was disturbed by this attitude toward the program; the staff was
not disturbed by the group's expressed commitment to children.

But it was up-

setting to have the cadre refuse to do individual logs or to respond to other
instruments for research and evaluation.

Rather, the cadre did group logs and

the members would respond only to a personal, individual interview with a
staff member they selected to conduct the interviews.

It was upsetting to

have the group initially reject the staff members so carefully selected to
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work with the cadre.

Rather than engage in the paper battle of program direc-

tives and cadre rejections, we decided to negotiate the conflicts which might
result from those cadre requests which gave evidence of their commitment to
students.

But while other conflict issues could be discussed, some areas were

non-negotiable.

One such area was staff selection.

Many of the first King cadre meetings in September. 1969 were given to
objecting to the selection of the staff group process consultant who would begin work with the group in October.

A staff trember who had established a

working relationship with the group during the summer program was sent to several cadre meetings to discover precisely what the problem was and to deal with
the conflict regarding the appointment.

We reserved the right to make the

appointment and determined it would stand, but we also recognized that the conflict could not be ignored if the group process consultant was to function effectively.

The hiring of Mr. X as a consultant without any previous
indication that the decision was pending (occupied much
time at cadre meetings)
Mr. Y's (A FTPP staff nemb,2r)
attenc.ance at the October 2, 1969 cadre meeting combatted
some of the suspicions caused by this decision. The cadre
emphasized that it was not the decision that caused concern, but the manner in which decision-making on such
issues is done."32
.

Staff's perception that the friction was productive developed during
the year of conflict managerent with the first King cadre.

It was important

that we were able to sort out the difference between conflict that was the
33

result of silliness on the part of the cadre

or a mistake on our part, and

that conflict which was a natural part of the developing autonomy of the cadre
group.

To illustrate, cadre members of the first King cadre looked upon

or

as

an unlimited source of funds and were most vocal when FTPP kefused to honor
34

some requests for funds.

These petty conflicts were settled by directives

29
and referrals to the program's guidelines governingthe dispersal of monies.
However, in view of the group's stated commitment to the students, when
they requested the use of Rockerfeller Chapel for graduation ceremonies,

because of inadequate facilities at the school, the FTPP staff made the complex
arrangements and funds necessary to allow the use of the University facility
by an off-campus group.

Members of the FTpP central office staff, after

requesting permission to, did attend many cadre meetings in 1969-70, and
had the opportunity to observe the dedication and talent of the group.

Min-

utes of staff meetings during this period reveal that as staff members had
direct contacts with the group, usually as a result of the need to deal with
conflict, these staff members became advOcates for the cadre.

They became

sensitive to the productive possibilities of conflict management with the group,
and less inclined to panic in the face of conflict.

The final points of conflict for the first King cadre related to: 1) their
participation in evaluation of the internship year; and 2) the appointment of
a placement year cadre liaison.

The first issue, participation in research

and evaluation, was resolved over a six-month period beginning with the program's

administrators negotiating three alternative procedures to obtain the data needed
to make judgments about the cadre.

(It should be noted that the research and

evaluation staff was skeptical about the usefulness of the data given the con35

straints under which they were collected.)
1)

The cadre would devise its own self-evaluation outline
which individuals would use to tecord their perceptions
of the cadre.
Guidance from the FTPP staff would be
available. The cadre group would analyze the individual
responses and select members to prepare the final report,
Many consultations were held with FTPP staff in the
Spring of 1970. The outline was completed in March, 1970
and the report wns submitted in July, 1970.36
1";:e cadre members would participate in individual
interviews with a research and evaluation staff member
selected by Ford, but whom they approved and who would
send the cadre the research report before it was
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circulated more broadly. The intereee questions dealt
with the individual's reasons for being in an innercity school, responses to the FTPP, and thoughts about
research and evaluation. The report was completed
and circulated without changes and with the cadre's approval in July, 1970.37
3)

The cadre would videotape two cadre meetings, assist
the FTPP staff in editing the tapes, and participate
in the programs' 1970 Spring Conference by preparing
curriculum demonstrations of cadre projects in English,
art, and mathematics. The video tape was shown to a
conference audience, April, 1970 and has been used
to assess group development patterns for the cadre.
The curriculum materials were displayed and later
written vip and added to the FTPP research and evaluation
39
materials.

The documents and presentations negotiated between the staff and the
first King cadre have been among the most useful in evaluating the proaram.

The results of the conflict reduction set the stage for a rethinking and a
40

revision of the research and evaluation process in the program.

The second issue, the selection of a placement year liaison, was the
first King cadre's final attempt to see if FTPP could be.intimidated in a
decision-making area reserved for staff.

A. member of the cadre who had de-

monstreted teaching competence and leadership, worked well with the principal,

had the respect of his colleagues, knew the university resources and was could
work with FTPP staff was selected upon advice from the cadre liaison, the
group process consultant, and the principal to fill the role of placement
year liaison.

The cadre, in writing, objected to the way in which the decision

was made and suggested for the role two other cadre meMbers who would be
graduate students at the University during the placement year.

The cadre

made it clear they did not Object to the individual selected, just the wee
in which the selection was accdinelished.

A memo was sent tc the group outlining the reasons for the selective
and offering to meet to discuss the issue.

The cadre acceptel the rationale

outlined in the rem for staff selection of personnel and indicated they
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accepted the choice eede by eteff end felt it was not necessary to discuss
the issue.

However, with future cadres we asked each group to elect from their

membership a placement year liaison whose appointment j nuld be subject to
41

staff approval.

Staff perceptions changed and wisdom grew as we learned that we were

better off living with, and attending to, the headaches of a group that
defied us and took a role in its own direction than we would be with a group
which passively accepted our leadership only to fall apart when FTPP withdrew
in the placement year.

The first King cadre did not fall apart; it expanded

and strengthened its activities.

Perceptions of cadre members about FTPP changed over the period from 1969
to 1972, the time span covering the first and second King cadres.

Comparisons

in statements in the year-end reports and other documents about the first and
second year cadres demonstrate these Changes.
June, 1970

Cadre Relationshie with the Ford Training and Placement Program
The non-existence of a unified cadre philosophy was also the
basis of conflict with the FTPP.
It seemed that when the
cadre became frustrated with its inability to cohere, FTPP
became a convenient organ to attack. This beceme a way of
escaping the problem of cohesiveness pressing the cadre, aed
provided an outlet for the pent-ep frustrations.
(It was in
this area, a unified attack or defense against an "outside"
force, that the cadre was most successful in its early stages.
This, more than anything else, produced a sense of unity.)
Yet the internal problems of the cadre still remained, and do
so presently to a lesser extent.

The above is not to say that FTPP should not be aetacked
--criticised--fought, and changed, but not in lieu of,
or as a psychic release for, overwhelming frustrations.
The cadre was ever aware of the fact that in forming an educational philosophy, it might be necessary to attack
the philosophy of the organization which was providing the
means for its existence.
.

.
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Tn all honesty, it zest be stated that the lack of communication between the Forrestville cadre and the Ford staff
was not wholly the fault of the FTPP staff members. The
cadre, being all Black, and having experienced initial
difficulty in authorization as an all-Black cadre, was
overly suspicious of all staff members and rem sted that
they not be present at cadre meetings except by invitations.
All of the cadre members shared the notion that as an
all-Black cadre, we had to be allowed to go through the
process of working out our own problems without the dictates of a higher authority (this process has traditionally
been denied Black folk in educational organizations and elsewhere). When the cadre began to shape its notions of
itself and its own deStinv, this attitude of hostility
underwent a gradual change and by the winter auarter, in42
dividual staff members had been invited to several. meetings.
Early in the 1970-71 school year, FTPP staff was discussing the possibility of forming the second King cadre on the basis of the productivity of the
first group.

Discussions were held with the .first King cadre and the school

administrator.

Hard questions were asked about the willingness to par-

ticipate in research and evaluation given the group's previous stance and
the program's need to do SOMP summative and quantitative measurements.

In

response, the cadre, with the help of a staff member, prepared a statement
of intent at the end of January, 1971.

"We believe that we offer an excellent opportunity for
educational research of every description in a 'neck slum
ghetto school. We seek help. All we ask of any researchoriented institution is that they not simply investigate
us, but commit some of their resources to making our school
a truly productive high school and our students successful
and happy peop1e.43
The group submitted a full proposal to FTPP for consideration as the
demonstration and induction school and for the formation of a second cadre
in March, 1971.

Again, the issue of collaborative relationships with the
44.

University and FTPP was addressed.

Furthermore, our staff is research-oriented. We. are
not afraid of axperimentation and don't find it distasteful.
We realize that failure is a n,!cessaty step on the road to
success. As University High serves as one kind of laboratory school model, we see ourselves as being another type
of lab school, one that is closer to the problems.confronting teachers in the typical teaching-learning situation. We
know that innovation in curriculum, teacher training, school
organization, and administration are necessary if the needs
of our students and the societal demands placed on them are
to be met successfully. Our plans and hopes go beyond a
short-term association with Ford Training and Placement Program. We envision a long-term educational relationship with
the University of Chicago and its great resources. Together
we can come to grips with all the real problems in a truly
urban ghetto school.
.

If you, as members of the University community, can
help us bridge the tremendous gap between research and practice in urban education, not only willyou be of greater
service to your students, but together we might make important inroads in the morass of urban miseducation.

The FTPP staff reviewed the proposal, endorsed it, and submitted it to the
program's Executive Commitaee and to the Graduate School of Education for ap.proval.

Eight specific\judgments regarding criteria for selection of Martin

Luther King High School as the site for the second cadre were made in March, 1971.
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Two are cited.
6.

EXPERIENCE W TH FTPP: The prior cadre has made the
school staf familiar with FTPP.
The pcaitive nature
of that ex, ienae gives us a strong basis for future
developmenk.
(All cadre interns are still members of
the school staff,)

7.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Close interaction of many Forrestville staff members and the University have laid
the groundwork for positive future interaction. The
"Proposal for a Demonstration School" written by the
Forrestville administrative staff is further evidence
of the possibility of positive relationships.

When the second King cadre was formed, it was apparent that staff and King
faculty members' perceptions had changed to maximize the benefits derived from
46

the reciprocal nature of the relationship.

The second King cadre had a most

productive internship year in 1971-72, participated fully in the instrumental
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and observational evaluation covering time one and time two. measurements,

and took initiative and leadership roles in general FTPP activities (these
are specified in the 1971-72 FTPP progress report).

Two of many statements

from the second King cadre's file reflect the change it cadre members' perceptions of the FTPP.

"The initial experiences for the cadre were planned by
the FTPP staff with two goals in mind.
1) Cadre members were
expected to negotiate relationships with each other which would
sustain the groups through the many tasks it would undertake
during the y'ear.
2) Ford staff expectations were that this
development of group norms begin during the six-week summer
training program and continue throughout the year.
.

.

(The'cadre goals, staff expected, would be comolimentary to the FTPP goals)
Clearly the King cadre internalized
these staff goals early.
.Group solidarity did not come easy
.After six weeks the group had tested each other's com.
.
mitment and had reached, for the moment, acceptable working
.Cadre goals did not develop in a vacuum. .
relationships.
goals mutually acceptable to the group and the program had
been formalized three weeks into the summer program.47
.

.

A letter sent in the name of the second King cadre by the principal to the
director and staff of FTPP on June 28, 1972 states in part We're very pleased to report that we enjoyed a most
successful and auspicious year at King High School. We
are aware of the fact that much of our first year success
is a direct result of the support provided us by you, the
Ford program and staff.
While the rigors of the school year don't afford us frequently the opportunity to express to you how much we
appreciate your tireless efforts on our behalf, let us say
now that we of King do most sincerely express our gratitude,
fondness, and appreciation for a difficult job done exceedingly well.
.
King is in the process of rapidly becoming a great high
You can be proud of the role you played in creating
this success."
school.

All of the above examrles illustrate changes in perception as a result
of the interaction between FTFP and the King cadres.

The stimulus for changes

in the perceptions of staff members came from the King cadre and the stimulus
for changes in the perceptions of King cadre members carne from the Ford staff.

3S
That is, the stimulus for changes in perceptions was external to the cadre
and the staff.

Mention should be made of an internal stimulus which led to

changes in cadre members' perceptions about each other.

We believe these

change-s were crucial to the high level of output of the groups.

The internal change in the collective perception of the second King cadre

we observed was that rather than spending cadre time talking about trust, these
experienced teachers realized early on that it was more important (in terms
of the, short-term goals) to learn to work together as a group.

To insure im-

mediate benefit to the King students the group perceived it was more functional
for them to work as a group than it was for them to trust each other intimately.

Almost all observational and evaluation reports by staff and by cadre refer
to the high level of task orientation apparent in the school-based group.

The

extensive experiences of the cadre members provided the stimulus for this collective task orientation.

There were things to be done and the accomplishment

of tasks took priority over solutions to interpersonal problems.

One could

almost hear members saying - "I am not fond of all these people on my task force,
but they are competent, they have the necessary expertise, they have made a
commitment, and I can trust them to do their job."

Inte-eersonal issues were

raised when individuals were incompetent, misrepresented their expertise, and
failed to meet their task commitments.

For example, the adult education intern

led the group to believe she had a set of skills she would use to institute
programs in the community.

Programs were slow in coming.

Finally, the group

assigned two specific tasks to the intern which were not completed.

It was

after this failure to meet task commitments that the cadre raised the interper-

sonal issues which had been prducing angst for the group for some time.
The second King cadre perceived that the purpose of the group process
activities and consultants was not to create a perfect world of complete communication and eternal trust.

They perceived these activities and the staff role
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as mechanisms which would help the group create a way of managing the conflicts
and problems of the real work-a-day world.

The management of conflict and pro-

blems would proceed in such a way as to allow cooperation to exist and flourish
in spite of difficulties.

The assumption was that trust and friendship would

come eventually from good working relationships.

The perception changes in the FTPP staff and in cadres were instrumental
to the effective execution of the mutual goals of the two 7roups.

The section

of this paper on changes in perception is twice as long ?,s those portions

of the paper devoted to changes in program design, structure, and personnel.
In a literary sense, this is an unbalanced presentation, but in a logical sense
it is an accurate picture of what must be emphasized in any experimental program
which seeks to self-correct its operations.

Perceptual or attitudinal charges,

the way people feel and think about other objects and actors in the program, must
preceed and/or accompany the other changes, or the introduction of these other
Changes may result in role playing exercises with no real involvement on the
part of the program staff or the cadre members.

Further, perceptual changes must

follow the other changes in order for the other changes to achieve some degree
of legitimation.

We believe changes in perceptions are a tendant to and crucial

factors in any other changes made by management to improve the program, or indeed
to insure the survival of the experiment's delicate balance of components.
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CONCLUSIGU

e-

".

Row effective is this manegerial method as a research tool?
That is, how effective is it in formulating and answering significant research
questions?

Research from this managerial model has unique characteristics
which result in strengths and limitazions.

Both follow from the fact that it

short-circuits the total paradigm of research.

The short-circuit results from

its development from the problems of management rather than research, and its
focus on problems to be solved.

In more graphic terms, if a cadre in the

program was working perfectly, this management method of research would have
nothing to report.

It is possible to compare e more typical research paradigm to the conflict
management research model .(eee 61agam beloe) .

More typical.

Rescanih Paradigm

In the typical paradigm, value

Conflict Management
Research Paradige

Judgment

Minimised

Based on program objectives

Questions

Fenctional relationshjpe

Systemic cause-effect
relationships

Treatment

Test alternatives
(hypothesis testing)

Change onflict-producing
conditioes

Result

Explanation of relationships

A smoothly-operating program

judgments are minimized and the questions are centered on the functional relationships between variables.

The approach to the questions is the manipulation

of variables to test a variety of alternative configurations, often without
valuing one over another.

The result is a description of relationships.

In

contrast, the present model essumes value judgments in that a particular
result is the one to be achieved.

The questions are centered on why it is not

being achieved and there in an assumption of causal, rather than functional,
relationships between the desired goal aed the conditions that are variable.
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The approach to the questions is systemic rather than alternative
testing.

That is, rather than looking at the effects of a variety of alternatives,

the model looks for the alternative that will produce the esired goal.

Because

it views the independent variables as part of a system, conflict is the evidence
that is used an determine what things to change. Once the conflict has been
articulated as an issue, and the issue as a problem, a limited number of
alternative treatments are examined and one is selected as most likely to
resolve the problem.

Thus, both the manipulation of conditions and the

outcomes are valued rather than being treated as alternatives to be varied.
The four categories of treatments described in this paper are acceptable alternatives,
in congruence with program goals.

Tbe definition of the problem and the iden-

tification of crucial variables delineates possible treatments.
In terms of formulating research questions, then, the management model
has the characteristic of formulating only a limiter

are focused by the conflicts in the program.

ariber of questions which

The consequent /imitation is that

this research model will never generate a description of the entire range of
variables that must be considered, nor will it test the outcomes of a variety
of relationships among the variables.

The research will also have a lack

of scope because it does not document nor study in detail the more quiet, (but
perhaps very significant) and successful aspects of operation.
focus of this model is also a strength.
in-built 'ense of priorities.

But the limited

The conflict management model has an

It focuses on key issues, avoids low points and

trivialities, and gets quickly and directly to the heart of the matter.

It focuses

0

first on the most important issues and moves gradually outward to more and more
detailed, more and more sophisticated inquiry.
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This management model of research is severely limited in the controls
it exercises over the conditions it manipulates.

In the Ford program,

subjects are not assigned randomly to groups; instead we have selected those
people whom we think axe most likely to make the cadres s eceed.

There have

been few control groups because we focused our attemtion on making the cadres
successful and did not divert the resources necessary to create controls.

There have not been different planned treatments; instead, there has been an
48

effort to use only the best treatment.

In terms of Kerlinger's distinctions,

this managerial method of research is much more ex post facto than experimental.

But that is because the management of a program must be focused first on
attaining its goa:e successfully and only secondarily on controlled experimentation with variables.

Getting it to work comes first.

From the manage-

ent point of view, explaining why it works grows out of that.
In terms of answering research questions, the management model
has the characteristic of a stable focus and depth.
acteristic is its lack of balance.

The limitation of this char-

Because it is focused on conflict, it is

likely to paint a bleak picture of what is being accomplished.

To overcome this

limitation, it must be balanced by an appropriate reporting of successes.
this characteristic is also a strength.

But

Because it brings to bear a very broad.

knowledge base, it can use information and formulate answers that are more comprehensive than other research methods.

Because cf its in-built sense of prio-

rities, it maintains its focus and does not dissipate its efforts by trying to
go in even, direction at once.

It has strong payoff in moving the operation toward

its goals and in identifying the conditions that are likely to create problems
in reaching those goals.

And finally, let us end where we began.

The conflict management research

model is a valuable tool in getting at the existential nature of new and ex-
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perimental programs.

Mist research efforts begin their reporting where this

method ends -- with the establishment of a smoothly functioning program.

This

method gives us a valuable way to get at the existential conditions that precede

the typcal experimental literature.

Of course, all administrators use some

set of techniques for making decisions, but the explication of the structure

and the content of the process is often obscure, and the techniques are seldom
turned to function as - research tool.

Articulating the structure and content

of managerial decision-making allows the administrator to communicate more
precisely what is going on in the development of a smoothly functioning
,program.

The administrative decision-making process is not primarily a

formalized research methodology, but identifying the research processes
that are implicit in the administrative task has great value.

It formulates

problems and identifies conditions which are an important foundation
for later more formalized and controlled experimental research.

And in

doing so it makes replication of the program by other institutions easier
because it articulates problems, and points to crucial conditions th.it are

often slighted in the reportage of formalized experimental research.

This

managerial method is worthy of the title research because it formulates
and answers significant questions about the relationship between program
variables and program outcomes.
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